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Abstract

Automatic real-time recognition of TV commercials
is an essential step for TV broadcast monitoring. It
comprises two basic tasks: rapid detection of known
commercials that are stored in a database, and ac-
curate recognition of unknown ones that appear for
the first time in TV streaming. The existing ap-
proaches, however, can not perform robust commer-
cial detection because they highly rely on the assump-
tion that black frames are inserted before commercial
breaks. In this paper, we propose a novel confidence-
based recognition system to address this challenging
issues. Those known commercials are detected by
applying a fast search algorithm to a pre-built com-
mercial database, and those unknown ones are de-
termined by managing a buffer containing possible
yet unconfirmed commercial spots. A new concept of
confidence level is defined for each candidate, there-
fore commercial breaks can be accurately determined
based on a confidence threshold. Experimental re-
sults using two 48-hour TV broadcasting indicate the
high performance of our proposed method.

1 Introduction

Detecting TV commercials from long video streams
is a crucial problem that is highly related to video
processing techniques, such as video segmentation,
indexing and retrieval. Automatic detection of com-
mercials from TV broadcasting has attracted a lot of
recent attention from both the research community
and the industry. Existing commercial detection ap-
proaches can be generally divided into two categories:
feature-based approaches (Hua, Lu & Zhang 2005, Li
& Kuo 2000, Liebgart, Kuhmunch & Effelsberg 1997)
and recognition-based approaches (Albiol, Fulla, Al-
biol & Torres 2004, Duan, Wang, Zheng, Jin, Lu & Xu
2006, Gauch & Shivadas 2006, Herley 2005, Herley

2006, Hua, Chen & Zhang 1998, Sanchez, Binefa &
Vitria 2002). While the feature-based approaches
use some inherent characteristics of TV commercials
to distinguish commercials and other types of videos,
the recognition-based methods attempt to identify
commercials by searching a database that contains
known commercials. The challenges faced by both
approaches are the same: how to accurately detect
commercial breaks, each of which consists of a series
of commercials; and how to automatically perform
fast commercial recognition in real time.
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A representative solution to automatic recogni-
tion of TV commercials is proposed by (Lienhart
et al 1997). It utilizes monochrome frames and scene
change ratio as pre-selectors, and each commercial
break is determined by the edge change ratio and
motion vector length. The main advantage of this
approach comes from its high efficiency of detection,
thus is appropriate for real-time commercial recogni-
tion. This type of feature-based approach can also be
used as a filtering technique to accelerate the com-
mercial recognition (e.g., (Kashino, Kurozumi &
Murase 2003)). However, this approach incurs the
following drawbacks. A generic threshold that is suit-
able for different TV channels and programs is very
difficult to find, thus a detection system based on this
approach is sensitive to TV broadcasting. Meanwhile,
when black frames are not used at the beginning and
end of some commercial breaks (this is common for
some TV stations), This type of approach will fail.
Another problem is that scene changes in commer-
cials and some action movies can be very similar. In
other words, this approach can miss some commer-
cials that are not started with black frames, or to
identify false positive for some fast-moving movies.

A problem parallel to the problem investigated
in this paper is to automatically identify commer-
cials from radio broadcasting. A recent piece of
work proposes to use audio fingerprints to detect
repeated objects in order to locate the commercial
breaks (Herley 2006). The highly compact audio
signatures are used to efficiently process the audio
stream and audio-visual streams. With the audio in-
formation, the unknown commercials can be recog-
nized from audio-visual stream in real time. How-
ever, this approach assumes that repeated objects
contain both same visual and same audio informa-
tion, thus it highly depends on the audio information.
For videos without audio information or those with
distorted audio information, this approach becomes
unworkable. Duan et al. transformed the boundary
detection of individual commercials into the problem
of binary classification of shot boundaries by using
the video frame information and the audio change in-
formation (Duan et al 2006). However, just as its
previous work (Herley 2006), accurate recognition of
commercials still depends on the availability of audio
information in video streams.

In this paper, we propose a Confidence-based
Recognition System, called CRS, which combines the
ideas of the feature-based approach with those of
the recognition-based approach, to accurately detect
commercial breaks. A commercial break is a block
of commercials broadcasted between two TV pro-
grams. Unlike the technique proposed by (Lienhart
et al 1997), which assumes that the existing database
contains almost every spot, and a new commercial is
always surrounded by known spots, our new method
uses a concept called confidence level computed for



each candidate break to determinate a new commer-
cial. As what proposed by (Herley 2006), the recur-
rence of a break is used to predict the unknown com-
mercials. Different from the previous approach, we
manage unknown potential candidates by their visual
characteristics only. Experiments on large real video
data sets confirm very promising results for our ap-
proach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the related work in commercial ex-
traction. The proposed CRS system is presented in
section 3, including how videos are segmented, how
the known and unknown commercials are detected,
and how buffer is managed in the recognition of un-
known commercials. In section 4, we report experi-
mental results based on processing two real broadcast
streams. We conclude this paper in section 5.

2 Related Work

TV commercial detection is a problem that has been
widely studied. There are already a large number
of products on the market that claim the function
of automatic detection and skipping of TV commer-
cials, such as some Personal Video Recording prod-
ucts (PVRs)1,2,3,4. In this section, we review the ex-
isting related work for commercial detection, includ-
ing those for known commercial recognition as well as
those for unknown commercial recognition.

2.1 Known Commercial Recognition

Recognizing the known commercials that have ap-
peared in other video streams before is usually con-
ducted by two steps. First, a database containing a
set of commercials that were recognized by human in
advance is constructed by off-line video preprocess-
ing. The compact fingerprints representing each TV
commercial are stored in this database. Then, the
incoming video data is recognized by performing the
comparison between the new video data and the exist-
ing commercials, and finding the matched ones from
the existing commercial database. If a match is found
in the database, this video clip is determined as a
known commercial. Otherwise, whether it is a com-
mercial or not can not be decided. In the known com-
mercial recognition, how to construct the database of
fingerprints of commercials is an important issue that
is highly related to the effectiveness and efficiency of
the recognition.

A typical known commercial recognition approach
was proposed by (Lienhart et al 1997). In this work,
a simple feature called as the color coherence vector
(CCV) (Pass, Zabih & Miller 1996) is utilized as
the fingerprint. Color coherence vectors are fast cal-
culated and show a strong discriminative power and
tolerate slight color inaccuracies. They are different
from color histograms that only count the number
of pixels of a certain color. With them, the pix-
els of the same color are differentiated depending
on the size of the color region they belong to, thus
producing stronger discriminative power. To com-
pare the fingerprint of a query with that of a sub-
ject, the approximate substring matching is used to
find the substring of the subject that aligns with the
query with the minimal number of substitutions, dele-
tions and insertions. Using color coherence vectors,
each frame is represented by 256 bytes. In recent
works (Shen, Ooi & Zhou 2005, Shen, Zhou, Huang
& Shao 2007, Shen, Zhou, Huang, Shao & Zhou 2007),

1http://www.tivo.com/.
2http://www.videoredo.com/.
3http://www.replaytv.com/.
4http://www.mythtv.org/.

Shen et al. proposed effective approaches for effective
and efficient commercial matching. However, these
approaches were not proposed for commercial extrac-
tion, but suppose that the commercials have been ex-
tracted. In our system, we only need to have 8 bytes
to represent a frame by using ordinal measurement,
which requires much less computation cost comparing
with the comparison based on color coherence vector
fingerprints.

2.2 Unknown Commercial Recognition

Unknown commercial recognition tries to discrim-
inate the commercials that appears in the video
streams for the first time. Comparing with the known
commercial recognition, unknown commercial recog-
nition is more challenging.

The problem of finding repeating unknown objects
is highly related to the known commercial recognition,
and has been addressed in some system. As proposed
by (Hsu, Liu & Chen 2001), for fast discovering non-
trivial repeating patterns in music objects, two ap-
proaches was proposed to find the repeating patterns
and the longer ones of the music objects. While the
repeating patterns are found based on a data struc-
ture called correlative matrix that is constructed to
keep the intermediate results during the finding pro-
cess, the longer repeating pattern of a music object
is discovered by repeatedly combining shorter repeat-
ing patterns by a string-join operation. Accordingly,
the storage space and execution time can be reduced.
However, author work on a noise free MIDI data.
Cormac proposed an algorithm for automatically ex-
tracting the unknown repeating objects by operat-
ing on an audio stream, or on the audio portion of a
audio-visual stream (Herley 2005). Both mentioned
approaches above have been proposed to process the
audio data that is much simpler than video streams.

Several techniques have been proposed to detect
the repeating object in video streams. An approach
for locating previously unknown commercials was
proposed by (Gauch & Shivadas 2005). In this work,
the unknown commercials are detected by continu-
ously monitoring broadcast television signals. The
frame descriptions are stored in a hash table and used
for detecting the repeated video sequences. With fea-
tures extracted from each video sequences, the tem-
poral and chromatic variations within the clip are
characterized and the video sequences are classified
as commercials or non-commercials. However, the ac-
curacy of this approach is limited, thus manual work
has to be involved in the real applications. In an-
other work (Herley 2006), Cormac proposed to ex-
plicitly identify the underlying structure in repeti-
tive streams and de-construct them into their compo-
nent objects. By exploiting dimension reduction tech-
niques on the audio portion of a multimedia stream,
the buffer is well managed, and the efficiency of search
is improved. However, this method assumes that the
repeating objects would have the same audio and
video information. i.e., the audio information is al-
ways available and reliable.

3 COMMERCIAL RECOGNITION SYS-
TEM

In this section, we describe our proposed commercial
recognition system(CRS) in detail. The general sys-
tem architecture is presented first, followed by its key
components, including how to construct the compact
fingerprints, how to divide an input video stream into
a series of video segments, and how to recognize the
known commercials appeared before and the unknown
commercial appearing for the first time.
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Figure 1: System architecture of CRS

3.1 System Architecture

CRS aims to detect two types of commercials: known
commercials and unknown commercials. Before de-
scribing the detailed system architecture of CRS, we
first give an important definition as below:

Definition 1 (Commercial Spot). A commercial
spot is a instance of a specific commercial which is
displayed in various TV channels and any different
time slots.

In CRS, a known commercial spot library is con-
structed for detecting the known commercials. For
unknown commercial spot, a dynamic spot buffer is
built. The general framework of CRS is shown in Fig-
ure 1. To detect a commercial break from real video
stream, CRS first captures the digital TV streams
from TV stations, which are modelled as multi-
dimensional video sequences. Then, the long video
sequences captured are partitioned into small video
segments, each of which is a commercial break candi-
date. A candidate is verified by comparing with the
known commercials in the commercial database(for
known commercials) or checking the recurrences of it
according to the information stored in the buffer(for
unknown commercials).

In CRS system, three primary challenges are
very important. First, when the known commercial
database is very large, comparing the commercial can-
didate with each in the database on frame level is
costly for online commercial extraction. Then, for un-
known commercial recognition, storing a large num-
ber of raw video blocks that are probably commercials
in the buffer is impractical, which makes the buffer
uncontrollable. Finally, the high accuracy is also a
big challenge for a commercial recognition system. In
the following, we will present our solution for these
three challenges, and describe each part of the sys-
tem in detail.

3.2 Fingerprint Construction

Since video objects are highly complex, it is impor-
tant to construct compact video representation for
fast commercial recognition. Constructing fingerprint

for each frame is an effective way for this task. Gen-
erally, a feature used for generating fingerprint should
meet three important requirements: uniqueness, ro-
bustness and compactness (Li, Jin & Zhou 2005) .

In this system, we employ an ordinal signature
which is based on the rank of intensity in predefined
region rather than intensity values themselves. The
ordinal signature was first proposed by (Bhat & Na-
yar 1998) for stereo correspondence. Given a video
frame, the ordinal signature of it is obtained by first
partitioning this frame into N = Nx × Ny windows
and then ranking each window according to the com-
puted average intensity in it. The ordinal measure is
based on the relative ordering of intensity values in
windows that is called as rank permutation. The or-
dinal measure between two frames is defined by using
distance metrics between two rank permutations of
them.

Figure 2 shows an example of fingerprint construc-
tion. The ordinal signature captures both the inten-
sity and spatial properties of the videos. It is insensi-
tive to random noise and rank distortion since it cap-
tures the relationship between frames. However, be-
cause the key factor that affects discriminatory power
is the size of windows, we commonly need a large size
of windows for the higher the discriminatory power of
the coefficients.

15.5 20.8 99

21 23.4 101.5

20.8 36.4 107

1 2 7

4 5 8

3 6 9

Figure 2: Fingerprint construction

The ordinal signature captures both the intensity
and spatial properties of the videos. It is insensitive
to random noise and rank distortion since it captures
the relationship between frames. However, because
the key factor that affects discriminatory power is the
size of windows, we commonly need a large size of
windows for the higher the discriminatory power of
the coefficients.



3.3 Video Segmentation

Given a long video sequence, the potential commer-
cial breaks are extracted by video segmentation based
on certain characteristics of the commercials. Nor-
mally, there are a set of typical features of commercial
breaks, such as the black frames, the restrict temporal
length, station logo, the frequency of hard cuts, the
high level of actions and scene change ratio. These
characteristics are used in CRS system as the indica-
tors to reduce the number of candidate commercial
breaks. In this process, fast computation and high
recall are highly demanded to reduce the number of
the false commercial dismissal in real time.

In CRS, the commercial features are classified into
three categories A, B and C, where A = {black
frame}, B = {restricted temporal length} and C =
{scene change ratio}. Each of them represents a can-
didate set. A confidence level is defined to be asso-
ciated with each commercial candidate based on its
relationship with each commercial candidate set. If
a commercial candidate belongs to one of these three
sets, the confidence level of it is 1; If it is in two of
them, its confidence level is 2; When it falls into the
intersection part of these three, it has the highest con-
fidence level 3. Otherwise, the confidence level will be
0. According to the confidence level of each stream
block being a commercial break, The video stream is
segmented, and the potential commercial breaks are
obtained.

B A

C

1 1

1

2

2 2
3

Figure 3: Confidence level of candidates

3.4 Recognizing Known Commercials

A naive method for known commercial recognition
is to constantly compare each candidate commercial
break with those known commercials in the database,
and find the match of it. However, the sequence
matching based on frame by frame comparison suf-
fers from high computational cost. For fast search-
ing of the commercial database, instead of compar-
ing each frame in the candidate commercial break to
those stored in the database, we divide each candi-
date commercial break to a series of small segments
based on scene break changes, and compare the com-
mercials based on the length the fingerprints of each
scene.

Many techniques and algorithms have been pro-
posed to detect editing effects such as cuts, fades,
dissolves and spatial effects. Most scene detection
methods compute the difference between two consec-
utive frames. The commonly used approaches include
the pixel-based comparison, the likelihood ratio, and
the color histogram comparison (Zabih, Miller & Mai
1995). In CRS, we use R, G, and B color compo-

nent to build the histogram, and the candidate com-
mercial break is determined by the confidence of it,
which is based on the number of matches found in the
database. Once all the scene changes are detected,
an array λ of lengths of the current scene segments is
constructed. Suppose that we have k scene segments

after segmentation, the segment matching is shown in
figure 4.

d1 d2 d3 ....... dk

d1

(d1+d2)

(d1+d2+d3)

.

.
(d1+d2+d3+...+dk)

Figure 4: Matching known commercial spots

The matching process is performed as followings:
We check the length of the fingerprints of each scene
in the database against that of each item in the array
λ until we either finish the database search (in which
case we don’t have a possible match) or a possible
match is found. If a match is found, the confidence
of this commercial break candidate f is increased by
1. Otherwise, we continue to check the next stored
fingerprint. When the confidence of a candidate break
reaches to a given threshold, ε, the candidate is judged
as a real commercial break

Assume we have k known commercials in the
database. For each incoming candidate commercial
break, the comparison is performed against the k
known commercials. This would require k

2 compar-
isons for each one on average (Lienhart et al 1997,
Kashino et al 2003). Obviously, determining whether
known commercials are present in the candidate com-
mercial break or not is directly related to the size of
known commercial library. This motivated us to re-
duce the size of known commercial library by using
duration of each segment as a filter. Assume we have
n different types of duration known commercials in
the database, the average comparison would be re-
duced to k

2n .

3.5 Recognizing Unknown Commercials

It’s more complex to recognize unknown commercials
than known commercials, since we must learn first
what the video blocks are, and detect their recur-
rence. In our system, we use the blocks of the histor-
ical video streams to discover the recurrence of the
incoming scenes by which the confidence weight is
decided, and thus recognize the unknown commer-
cials. Initially, a buffer with fixed size is utilized to
maintain the historical blocks that are potential com-
mercial breaks. Given a series of incoming scenes,
the new fingerprint of each block is calculated first
and then compared with those in the buffer. When
the new fingerprint matches a stored fingerprint, an
unknown commercial spot is found and marked. Oth-
erwise, the new fingerprint is written into the buffer.
Figure 5 outlines this process.

The buffer L is organized with three sections: L1,
L2 and L3, where L1 contains the repeated detected
video blocks, L2 the recently added blocks with no
match found from incoming candidate commercial
break and L3 the old blocks which are never matched.
Each block has a confidence weight w, which is in-
creased by 1 if a block has a match to the incom-
ing video segments. Obviously, the blocks in L2 and
L3 have zero weight of confidence. The process of
unknown commercial detection is performed by the
scheduling of the potential commercial spots in the
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Figure 5: Matching unknown commercial spots

Procedure BufferMaintenance.
input: {si} - a series of scenes of video sequence.

σ- the size threshold of L2 and L3

Lj
i - the jth block in Li

1. for each video scene si in {si}
2. IncreaseConfidence(si)
3. if(ApproxiMatch(si, Lj

1))
4. IncreaseWeight(Lj

1)
5. else if(ApproxiMatch(si, Lk

2))
6. IncreaseWeight(Lk

2)
8. Move(Lk

2 , L1)
9. else if(ApproxiMatch(si, Lm

3 ))
10. IncreaseWeight(Lm

3 )
11. Move(Lm

3 , L1)
12. else
13. if(|L2| ≥ σ)
14. Move(L|L2|

2 , L3)
15. if(|L3| ≥ σ)
16. Delete(LL3

3 )
17. Copy(si, L2)
18. DecreaseConfidence(si)

Figure 6: Algorithm for buffer maintenance in un-
known commercial detection.

buffers. Figure 6 depicts the specific algorithm of the
buffer maintenance when a new video stream is pro-
cessed.

Given a series of video scenes, the buffer mainte-
nance is performed in the following way: First, we
look for the approximate match of each scene from
buffer L1, and determine if one block in the L1 and
this scene contain the same objects with almost no
false positives or negatives. If its approximate match
is found, Lj

1, the confidence weight of Lj
1 is increased

by 1. Otherwise, we continue to look for the approx-
imate match of this scene from buffer L2. If an ap-
proximate match of this scene is found from L2, this
match gains confidence 1 and is moved to buffer L1.
Otherwise, we check the blocks in buffer L3, and move
the match found in L3 to L1 if possible.

The three sections of the buffer, from L1 to L3, are
accessed orderly. If the approximate match is found
in none of these three part of the buffer, we will check
the size of L2 and L3, and update them by FIFO. If
L2 is full, the last block of it is moved to L3. If L3 is
full, the last block of it is judged as non-commercial

candidate, and moved out of the buffer. After up-
dating the L2 and L3, the new incoming scene is put
into L2, and set to a confidence weight of 0. Figure 7
shows the buffer management in the recognition of
unknown commercials.

In this recognition process, the repeated adjacent
blocks are merged orderly. By combining multiple
blocks and then checking the confidence level of a
candidate break, the repeated unknown commercial
spot is found. If several blocks are matched consec-
utive between incoming video segments and buffer,
they are combined to one block. Once the commer-
cial is confirmed, the blocks in L1 will be moved to
known commercial library as a known commercial.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of CRS, two 48-hour
digital TV programs are captured from ATN7 and
TEN10 channels in Australia respectively. The orig-
inal video is encoded in MPEG-2 format with frame
size of 720x576. The fingerprint of each frame is gen-
erated by partitioning it into 4×4 windows, averaging
and sorting the intensity of each window. Each frame
is represented as a binary signature according to the
permutation. We use 4 bits to represent rank value 1
∼ 16. The size of feature vectors of ordinal measure-
ment is 16 x 0.5 = 8 bytes for one frame.

The known commercial database was provided
from Nielsen Media Research, Australia. The known
spots in the database were recorded from recent two
weeks of metropolitan television broadcasting (PAL
set). The commercial database is built up by hu-
man observation. After video cutting based on hu-
man recognition, we obtained a known commercial
database that contains 5938 unique spots, with the
duration of each varying from 5 to 180 seconds.

We evaluate our proposed system from the follow-
ing aspects: (1) to study the object repetition of the
commercials; (2) to study the effectiveness of the sys-
tem by comparing with the traditional feature based
commercial recognition(FR) based on the precision
and recall of the recognition; (3) to study the effect of
the known and unknown commercial recognition tech-
niques with the length of the detected video stream
varying. For easy reference, in the experiments, Clip1
represents the 48-hour TV program on ATN7, and
Clip2 denotes the 48-hour TV program on TEN10.
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Ratio Number
Commercials with repeats 97.7% 354

Commercials without repeats 2.3% 15

Table 1: Commercial breaks containing repeated
spots.

4.1 Object Repetition of TV Commercial

We study the number of breaks containing repeated
known or unknown commercial spots by using the
48-hour TV program from ATN7 that contains 369
commercial breaks. Table 1 presents the statistic
results. The test results show that 354 commercial
breaks contain repeated commercial spots, which is
97.7% of total commercial breaks, while only 15 com-
mercial breaks that is 2.3% of the total number have
non-repeated commercials spots.
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Figure 8: Ratio of commercial spots vs. times of ap-
pearance

A further statistic has been done to study the
times of appearance of unique commercial spots. The
results are shown in Figure 8. Clearly, 13% of com-
mercial spots appear only once, while 87% of com-
mercial spots appear twice or more. Thus, checking
the recurrence of the potential commercial spots is
an effective way for the recognition of the unknown
commercials.

4.2 Effectiveness

Then, we evaluate the effectiveness of CRS by com-
paring with the traditional feature based commercial
recognition approach (FR) (Kashino et al 2003, Lien-
hart et al 1997). In FR approach, we use 3 basic
features including black frames, restricted temporal
length and frequency of hard cuts. For each test video
clip, the precision and recall of these two approaches
are reported in Table 2.

CRS FR
Recall Precision Recall Precision

Clip1 0.992 0.965 0.968 0.894
Clip2 0.995 0.977 0.974 0.901

Table 2: CRS vs. FR

From Table 2, we can see that CRS achieves better
precision and recall than FR, especially, much better
precision is obtained. This is caused by the follow-
ing reasons. First, in FR, some night scenes, action
movies, or news breaks tend to be wrongly detected
as commercial breaks. Also some commercial breaks
were truncated due to lacking black frames in the be-
ginning or end of the break in this step. Then, in
CRS, we cut candidate commercial breaks longer and
change threshold to include more possible candidates,
which reduces the false dismissal of commercial can-
didates. Finally, we refine the candidate commercial
breaks by computing their confidence level. Thus,
many false commercial breaks containing black frames
or high level actions can be excluded.

4.3 Scalability

Finally, we study the scalability of the proposed CRS
based on both the known and unknown commercial
recognition approaches by varying the length of tested
video stream from 5 to 70 hours. A fixed 64M buffer
is allocated for building known and unknown com-
mercial library. The results are shown in Figure 9.

From the figure, we found that, with the increas-
ing of the video stream length, the number of com-
mercial spots recognized by the known recognition
and that by the unknown approach are increasing
steadily. Therefore, the recognition ability of CRS
can keep high effectiveness with the increasing of data
size, which shows the good scalability of it.
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Figure 9: Number of commercial spots vs. video
stream length

4.4 Efficiency

We evaluate the efficiency of CRS by comparing to
FR approach with the size of video stream varying
from 2 to 24 hours. The overall recognition time, in-
cluding the time of fingerprint construction and that
of the commercial break recognition over the input
video stream, are tested. The experiments are run on
the machine of P4 3.00G with 1G of RAM. In the test,
64M buffer is allocated for known commercial library
and another 64M buffer is for building unknown com-
mercials buffer. Figure 10 shows the time comparison
between CRS and FR approach. The experimental re-
sults show CRS is more efficient comparing with the
tradition FR approach.
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Figure 10: Recognition speed vs. video length

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel automatic TV
commercial extraction system CRS which can accu-
rately and efficiently detect both known and unknown
commercial breaks in TV program. It can extract dif-
ferentiate candidate commercial breaks and the real
ones using a defined indicator called confidence level.
With the computed confidence level of each candi-
date commercial break, the known and unknown com-
mercial breaks can be identified. As illustrated using
large amount of real TV data, this system has deliv-
ered more accurate results than existing approaches
with a lower computation cost. For unknown com-
mercial recognition, the buffer containing the histor-
ical candidate breaks has been well maintained.
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